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Introduction

Upon commencement of the National Payment Systems Act, 2020 (the NPS Act) on 4th September,
2020, the government of Uganda has moved to enact the operational regulations for the NPS Act.
Recently, the draft National Payment Systems Regulations, 2020 (the NPS Regulations) and the
National Payment Systems (Agent) Regulations, 2020 (the NPS Agent Regulations) were released
for public comment.

This market update seeks to identify some of the major regulatory gaps in the draft Regulations
with a view of making a contribution towards further clarity of the proposed framework.

a) Centralized fintech regulatory approach

Fintechs play a pivotal role in different industry verticals such as e-commerce, agtech, edtech,
proptech, foodtech, gaming, among other sectors that may be regulated by other regulators.
Whereas section 71 of the NPS Act is cognizant of this aspect by allowing BoU to cooperate with
government agencies whose functions are relevant to payment systems, the Regulations do not
detail a specific cooperation framework to achieve this objective.

We propose that the Regulations should benchmark a proper inter-governmental cooperation
framework, such as a supervisors’ guild for the relevant sectors such as financial services. Such a
cooperation framework will help the different licensees to adequately design and plan their
regulatory compliance scope right from product/service inception phase.



b) Lack of operational regulations for regulatory sandbox

Sections 16, 17 and 18 of the NPS Act provide for the establishment of a regulatory sandbox

framework to allow fintech startups and other innovators to conduct live experiments in a

controlled environment under the Central Bank’s supervision. However, the draft Regulations are

silent on the procedural aspects of participation in the sandboxing process. We propose that a

basic sandbox framework is crystallized in the Regulations to create regulatory certainty and

predictability in the system.

It is anticipated that the Bank of Uganda/BoU (Uganda’s Central Bank) will enact more specific

sandbox guidelines detailing major aspects such as the eligibility criteria, application process, risk

management, extending or exiting the sandbox, and the required consents and approvals.

c) Minimum capital requirements

The draft Regulations propose the following requirements;

 UGX 10 billion for electronic money issuers

 UGX 5 billion for switches

 UGX 3 billion for aggregators

 UGX 2 billion for standard licenses such as payment gateways and portals.

However, the above capital requirements as currently drafted are very high and prohibitive. We

propose tiered capital requirements to a cap as the businesses grow, especially given that the

transactions facilitated are smaller - and there is little or no risk to wallet and depositors’ balances

as they are held via a trustee and no lending will be undertaken, except as approved by the

regulator.



d) Annual licensing and cross-regulation with other ICT sector laws

The draft Regulations propose the following annual application/licensing fees;

 10% of total income as application fees; 25% of total income as license fees; and 10% of total

income as annual fees for e-money issuers.

 10% of total income as application fees; 25% of total income as license fees; and 10% of total

income as annual fees for switch providers.

 5% of total income as application fees; 10% of total income as license fees; and 10% of total

income as annual fees for aggregators.

 5% of total income as application fees; 10% of total income as license fees; and 10% of total

income as annual fees for standard licenses.

 0.5% of total income as application fees; 1% of total income as license fees; and 0.2% of total

income as annual fees for payment applications/solutions development, merchant

development platforms, and a payment solution.



We are of the opinion that the annual licencing fees as currently drafted/structured are very high

and prohibitive as a percentage of total income. Even though the current draft draws on

comparisons with other regulators such as the Uganda Retirement Benefits Regulatory Authority

(URBRA) and the Uganda Communications Commission (UCC), we propose capped fees

depending on growth of the licensees involved, also taking into account that the licensees pay

taxes and maintain employees with associated statutory taxes and other varying overhead costs

that eat into their profitability.

Furthermore, we note that there is cross-regulation in terms of fees because the Uganda

Communications (Fees and Fines) Regulations, 2019 already impose an application fee of USD

250 and annual license fees of USD 5,000 on digital financial services as value added services

(VAS). We propose that BoU and UCC should harmonize the position as this cross-regulation

might cause double payments for the licensees.



e) Annual audited accounts

The draft Regulations require every non-bank electronic money issuer to have its books of accounts

and information technology systems audited and, within three months of the close of the financial year

to submit a copy of the annual audited accounts to the Central Bank accompanied with a copy of the

auditor’s report; separate audit for the trust account; and a system security audit report by a reputable

independent audit firm on its payment services.

We propose simplifying of the audit and reporting requirements. For instance, an audit of the trust

account should be the responsibility of the trustee. We also propose allowing inclusion with the annual

auditor’s report the system security audit every 2-3 years since such IT audits are too expensive to be

conducted annually by most fintechs.

f) Mergers, acquisitions and shareholding.

Regulation 25 of the draft Regulations proposes that a licensee must not enter into any merger or

acquisition agreement or change of its shareholding structure without the written approval from the

central bank.

However, we note that this will make the fundraising process unnecessarily long for fintech and

payment service providers which by nature are early stage, seek capital for growth quickly in an

already challenging funding environment.

We propose that basic information such as any changes in shareholding and control are notified to 

BoU for purposes of due diligence for fit and proper person test purposes. A strict statutory timeline of 

two weeks would be adequate to enable the regulatory due diligence approval given that fundraising is 

a time sensitive activity. If the regulator does not object within those two weeks, it must be treated as 

an implied acceptance for the deal to proceed. 



g) Outsourcing requirements

Regulation 26 of the draft Regulations is

to the effect that a licensee shall not

outsource a service or part of their

payment service activities except with the

written approval of the central bank.

However, the draft is not clear on what

constitutes a service or part of payments

services for approval purposes.

We propose that there is need to

appreciate the nature of payment service

providers as an integration of different

3rd party services in some cases. If audits

are going to be completed on

infrastructure, then there should not be a

need to restrict 3rd party or outsourced

services as long as an audit and test is

passed.

h) Branch offices and subsidiaries

Regulation 29 proposes that payment

service providers must not operate a

branch office in or outside the country or

create a subsidiary entity without the

written approval from the central bank.

However, the draft regulation does not

give any timeline within which such

approvals must be granted.

We propose that the Regulation should

allow for free set up of branches with

central bank notification in order to

facilitate quick set up and make Uganda

an attractive destination for fintech

investments.

i) Dispute resolution

The draft Regulations are silent on

dispute resolution procedures yet

disputes are a business reality. We

propose Alternative Dispute Resolution

(ADR) measures such as mediation and

arbitration as a means to resolve Fintech

disputes, because of feasibility in helping

parties preserve business relationships

while achieving time and cost-efficient

resolution. Potential synergies can be

explored between the Financial

Technology Service Providers

Association of Uganda (FITSPA) and the

International Centre for Arbitration &

Mediation in Kampala (ICAMEK).

International disputes can be managed on

contractual basis using established

mechanisms such as the WIPO Mediation

and Arbitration for FinTech Disputes

procedure.

Conclusion

In a nutshell, we commend the ongoing

process to enact a predictable regulatory

framework for the fintech industry in

Uganda. However, we have to be

cognizant of the fact that the fintech

landscape in Uganda is largely infant and

strategic in nature as a source of jobs and

innovation for Uganda’s budding digital

economy and youthful population.

Regulatory response must be both

futuristic and supportive of the wider

economic and inclusion agenda. Over-

regulation must be avoided in order to

facilitate catalytic dividends that can be

reaped from sustained network and

acceleration effects
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